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Abstract 
This paper defines a characterization of protocol confonnance test coverage based 
on test hypotheses. All test selection methods and coverage computation make use 
of test hypotheses in one way or another. Test hypotheses are assumptions made on 
the implementation, which justify the verdict of confonnity provided by testing; 
thus they are an important part of the coverage. We propose a model of these 
hypotheses based on functions on automata, enabling a definition of coverage based 
on test hypotheses, which we call TH-based coverage. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Many test coverage measures have been defined in the area of software testing and 
especially protocol testing. The aim of those definitions is to measure the quality of 
the test suite. The notion of quality of a test suite for confonnance testing can be 
defined in two complementary ways. On the one hand, it is the ability of the test 
suite to prove that the implementation confonns to its specification. On the other 
hand, it is the ability of the test suite to find faults. As a result, we can split coverage 
definitions into two families. We call the first one specification coverage and the 
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second one fault coverage. 
Specification coverage reflects how the test suite probes the specification. These 

measures are usually expressed as a percentage of elements of the specification that 
are exercised by a test suite. For example in the case of traditional software testing 
the usual coverage measure are branch coverage, path coverage and more generally 
the different criteria typically defined by (Weyuker, 1984), (Rapps, 1985). For pro
tocol testing, (Ural, 1991) defines similar criteria. The metric based theory of cover
age (Vuong, 1991) also expresses to what extent the test suite explores the 
specification. Specification coverage is practical since the test suite is compared to 
the specification (Groz, 1996) but gives little information on residual faults. 

Fault coverage gives the number and the types of faults that can be discovered 
by a test suite. The types of faults that may have been introduced while implement
ing are supposed to be known. They are listed in a fault model and the fault cover
age is evaluated with respect to this model. The computation is performed either by 
mutation analysis (Bochmann, 1991) (Dubuc, 1991) (Motteler, 1993) (Sidhu, 1989), 
by numbering mutants (Yao, 1994), or generating indistinguishable implementa
tions (Zhu, 1994). The test coverage defined in (ISO, 1995) is fault coverage. 

In fact, both types of coverage measures rely on test hypotheses (Gaudel, 1992) 
to reduce the infinite set of possible implementations to a smaller one in which the 
coverage will actually be computable. For example the number of states of the 
implementation or the probable faults are supposed to be known, but many other 
properties may be assumed on the implementation. 

In practice, test designers also use (albeit implicitly) test hypotheses when 
designing test suites. Indeed, if they were to develop test suites discovering all 
errors, those test suites would be infinite. They also assume that the implementa
tions have good properties to limit the field of their investigation. 

Since fault coverage, specification coverage, and test selection all resort to some 
sort of test hypotheses, we propose a new coverage definition based on hypotheses. 
The TH-based coverage (coverage based on test hypotheses) of a test suite is 
defined as the series of hypotheses that must be made on the implementation such 
that the test suite is perfect. The main advantage of this coverage is that it provides a 
unifying concept for the other notions of coverage. Furthermore, it provides richer 
information than the usual percentage computations, and test hypotheses are mean
ingful for test designers. However, one problem remains: how can we formalise test 
hypotheses? We have already presented the first ideas of this work in (Charles, 
1996). In this paper we present a more elaborate formalism based on functions on 
automata whereas in the previous paper the hypotheses were given as trace sets. 
Thus this model gives a better level of abstraction, closer to testing practice. 

In section 2 we give a formalism of test hypotheses and test hypotheses cover
age. Our goal is not to study systems in order to extract hypotheses (this work has 
already been done (Bemot, 1991)(Gaudel, 1992)(Phalippou, 1994)) but to catch this 
concept in a formal and suitable way for TH-based coverage. In section 3 we recall 
the 10SM model defined by (Phalippou, 1994). In section 4 it is shown that hypoth
eses can be viewed as trace sets. In section 5 we introduce a data structure - the 
partial automata - to store the information on the implementation gathered either 
by testing or by hypotheses. In section 6 we study on a few examples how hypothe
ses can be viewed as functions on partial automata. This is formalised in section 7. 
Finally we show in section 8 that our model embodies the natural concept of 
strength of hypotheses. 
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2 PRINCIPLES OF TH-BASED COVERAGE 

2.1 Basic test suites properties 

In this section, we recall the basic fonnal notions that underlie testing (ISO, 1995). 
The goal of a test suite is to assess the correctness of an implementation with respect 
to its specification. The correctness is defined by means of a confonnance relation 
imp on Imp x Spec; an implementation I E Imp confonns to its specification 
S E Spec if and only if imp(/, S). 

Let K be the set of all possible tests and T ~ K the test suite; we denote 
pass (/, T) the fact that an implementation I executes successfully a test suite T 
(an instance of this relation will be defined in section 4.1). (ISO, 1995) defines three 
properties on test suites: 

definition 1 Let T ~ K be a test suite and S E Spec a specification: 
• T is exhaustive = del 'VI E Imp) (pass (/, T) => imp(/, S» 
• T is sound = def('V1 E Imp) (--.pass (/, T) => -.imp(/, S» 
• T is complete = defT is sound and exhaustive. 

2.2 Test hypotheses 

Test suites for real systems are seldom exhaustive and therefore are usually incom
plete. Those systems are indeed very complex and an exhaustive test suite, assum
ing one exists, would be infinite. Test designers resort to test hypotheses to build a 
smaller test suite that keeps the same properties under these hypotheses. 

Test hypotheses have been proposed for test selection. (Bernot, 1991) proposes 
suitable hypotheses to generate finite test sets for implementation that would request 
infinite ones otherwise. In (Phalippou, 1994) hypotheses for the IOSM model are 
proposed. In this paper we shall use unifonnity hypotheses to illustrate our discus
sion (see 6.1). Such hypotheses claim that if the implementation behaves correctly 
for some elements of a given domain, then it behaves correctly on the whole 
domain. We can also mention regularity, reliable reset, independence or fairness 
hypotheses. Since our goal is not to study these hypotheses but to give a suitable 
representation of them in the aim of defining test coverage, we shall not detail any 
further. However we can mention that test hypotheses are always defined in the 
same way: «if the implementation is correct for some behaviours, then it is also cor
rect for a larger set». As a result, by a successive composition of the hypotheses, the 
valid behaviour domain grows. 

The idea of TH-based coverage is based on that practical use of hypotheses: the 
fonnulation oftest hypotheses is an iterative process starting from the test set (con
taining the only behaviours known to be correct) and ending in the exhaustive test 
set. According to its iterative nature, the process of fonnulating test hypotheses can
not take into account all the hypotheses at the same time, but one after the other. In 
most cases the order in which hypotheses are fonnulated is significant. This non
commutative property will be reflected in our model. 

In other words, looking for the coverage of a test suite comes down to asking: 
«What is the series of assumptions that must be made such that the test suite is 
exhaustive for the set of implementations satisfying those assumptions?» 
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2.3 TH-based coverage 

For the moment, let us regard an hypothesis H as a predicate on the set of imple
mentations Imp. We shall see further that in fact H can be the result of the compo
sition of a series of hypotheses {Hj } j eN. 

definition 2 Let T!;;;; K be a test suite, S e Spec a specification and H an hypoth
esis: 
• T is exhaustive under hypothesis H 

=del(VIe Imp) (pass (I, n I\H(I) :::::>imp(I,S». 

• T is complete under hypothesis H 
= del (VI e Imp) (pass (I, n 1\ H (I) ¢::> imp(/, S» 

The hypothesis H expresses to what extend T is exhaustive. This is the basis of 
what we have called TH-based coverage. Instead of considering the coverage to be 
a percentage of fired transitions, executed branch conditions, or killed mutants, we 
propose to define the test coverage as the assumption that must be made on the 
implementation under test such that the test suite is exhaustive under. 

definition 3 Let H be an hypothesis, T!;;;; K a test suite and S e Spec a specifica
tion. H is a coverage of T = del T is exhaustive under hypothesis H. 

3 MODEL DEFINITION 

In order to see how our general framework for TH-based coverage can be instanti
ated in the case of protocols and communicating systems, we shall base the rest of 
this paper on a model suitable for this domain. 

3.1 Input-~tput State Machines 

Input-Output State Machines (IOSM) have been presented in (ISO Annex A, 1995) 
as a more fundamental model of systems than the standardised syntactic languages 
such as Estelle or SOL. Despite there exists a lot of models for communicating sys
tems we choose this one because the notion of test hypothesis has been studied in 
this framework (Phalippou, 1994). 

definition 4 An Input-Output State Machine is a 4-tuple (S, L, T, so) where: 

• S is a finite non-empty set of states; 
• L is a finite non-empty set of interactions; 
• T!;;;; S X ( ( {?, !} xL) u {'t} ) X S is the transition relation. Each element 

from T is a transition, from an origin state to a destination state. This transition 
is associated either to an observable action (input ?a or output fa), or to the inter
nal action 'to 

• So is the initial state of the automaton. 

We give also the following definitions and notations. 

definition 5 Let S = (Ss' Ls' Ts' sOs) and (0" = 1l1 ••• lln) e ({!,?} X Ls)* . 
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• (so' 0", sn) iff (3(sj) 1 Sj<n E S~) ('v'i, 1 $ i $n) «Sj_I' J..l i, si) E Ts) 

• (S, 0", sn) iff (so' 0", sn) 

• (so' £, sl) iff So = sl or (3n ~ 1) (so' 'tn, sl) 

• (sO,~,sl) iff (3s2,s3 E Ss) «sO,£,s2) /\ (s2,J..l,s3) /\ (s3,£,sl» 

• (so' cr, sn) iff (3(sj) 1 Si<n E S~) ('v'i, 1 $ i$ n) «si_1' ~i' s) E Ts) 

definition 6 A trace of S is a sequence of observable actions 0" E ({!,?} x L s) * 
such that (3s n E S s) (s os' cr, S n) . The set of all the traces is denoted Tr (S) . 

The set Spec is chosen to be the set of all 10SM. The test hypothesis (ISO, 
1995) allows us to choose also the set of all 10SM as the set Imp. 

3.2 Conformance relations 

Many conformance relations have been defined on IOSM x IOSM to suit testing 
practice. We list here three ofthem that are suitable for imp. 

• I~trS =dej Tr(S) c;,Tr(l) 

• 1$ trS =dej Tr(l). Tr(S) 

• Rs(l, S)= del'v'O" E T. S» (0" E Tr (l) /\ (0 (0", I) = 0 (0", S») where 

o (0", I) = {a E LI O"! a E Tr (I)} is the set of outputs of I after 0". This rela
tion is used in our automatic test generation tool TVEDA (Clatin, 1995). 

4 TEST CONCEPTS 

4.1 Test verdict and tests as traces 

(ISO, 1995) tells us that during the execution of a test case all that can be observed 
are the interactions exchanged between the implementation and the tester. A test 
verdict is assigned thanks to the observed execution trace. But from the coverage 
point of view the exchanged interactions are more informative than the verdict 
itself. In other words, the observed trace gives more information about the imple
mentation than the verdict assigned to this trace. 

That is the reason why in this paper we shall adopt the view that on~ successful 
test case execution reveals exactly one trace of the implementation. Moreover we 
shall merge test cases and test executions by choosing the set of traces 

* ( { !, ?} x Ls) as the set of tests K where Ls is the set of interactions declared in 

the specification. Now we can define successful test case executions and successful 
test suite executions. 

definition 7 Let t E ({!,?} x Ls) * be a test case and let T r;;, ( {!, ?} x Ls) * 
be a test suite 
• pass (I, t) = de; E Tr (I) 
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• pass (J, 1) = defT r;;;;. Tr (I) 

Let us remark that because of this definition, the inputs and outputs ({!, ?} ) 
of test cases are defined from the implementation point of view and no longer from 
the tester. For example the test case t = ? a! b means that an interaction a is sent by 
the tester to the implementation and b is received by the tester from the implementa
tion. 

4.2 Viewing test hypotheses as trace sets 

Remember that an hypothesis H is a coverage of a test suite Tiff 
('VI e Imp) (pass (1,1) 1\ H (I) ~ imp(/, S) . According to definition 7, this is 

equivalent to: ('VI e Imp) (T r;;;;. Tr (I) 1\ H (I) ~ imp(/, S) . 

Let us instantiate imp with the conformance relations listed in 3.2. We can see 
that they are based in a way or another on a comparison between Tr (I) and 

Tr (S) . Thus, making an hypothesis H covering a test suite T comes down to 
assuming that some traces are in the implementation and some others are not. For 
example let us instantiate imp with: 

• I> S - tr 

H is a coverage of a test suite T iff 
('VIe Imp) (Tr;;;;.Tr(1) I\H(I) ~Tr(S) r;;;;.Tr(I). 

In that case we get : H is a coverage of a test suite T iff 

('VIe Imp) (H(I) ~Tr(S)-Tr;;;;.Tr(I). 

Thus, for the conformance relation I ~ t,s, making an hypothesis covering a test 

suite comes down to assuming that the traces of S that are not tested are also in 
the implementation. 
Proof: 
if: ('VIe Imp) (H(I) ~Tr(S)-Tr;;;;.Tr(l» implies 

('VIe Imp) (Tr;;;;.Tr(l) I\H(I) ~Tr;;;;.Tr(I) 1\ Tr(S)-Tr;;;;.Tr(I) implies 

('VIe Imp) (Tr;;;;.Tr(1) I\H(I) ~Tr(S) r;;;;.Tr(I).ThusHisacoverage 

of T. 
only if: Assume there exists I such that H (I) 1\ Tr (S) - T r:t. Tr (I) . That im-

plies Tr (S) r:t. Tr (I) . Thus I is not conformant and consequently H is not a 

coverage of T . 

• 1< S - tr 

H is a coverage of a test suite T iff 

('VIe Imp) (Tr;;;;.Tr(1) 1\ H (I) ~Tr(l) r;;;;.Tr(S». 

In that case we get : 
H is a coverage of a test suite T iff ('VI e Imp) (H (I) ~ Tr (J) r;;;;. Tr (S» . 

Thus for this conformance relation, making an hypothesis covering a test suite 
implies that the traces of I are included in the traces of S, or in other words, 
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• «{!,?} xLs) -Tr(S) ) nTr(I) = 0. 
Proof: 
if: trivial 
only if: Assume there exists I such that H (I) A Tr (I) ¢. Tr (S) . That im-
plies that I is not conformant and thus H is not a coverage T 

We mention that we obtain a similar result with the conformance relations Rs 

and Rl (Rl(/,S)~ ('v'ae Tr(S» (ae Tr(l) ~O(a,/) ~O(a,S»). Rl is 
very close to the relation ioco defined on the IOLTS model (Tretmans, 1996). It 
shows that the results presented in this paper hold for other models than the IOSM. 

To sum up this case study, we can say that for the main conformance relations 
used for testing, formulating a useful test hypothesis comes down to assuming that 
there exists a set of traces in the trace set of the implementation and another one in 
the complementary set of the trace set of the implementation. We shall see in further 
sections that this result will enable us to give a formal representation of hypotheses. 

5 PARTIAL AUTOMATA 

5.1 Definition 

Remember that the goal of test coverage is to make up one's mind about the correct
ness of an implementation under test knowing that the implementation can execute 
correctly a test suite T and that it verifies some hypotheses. 

Here we define a new data structure to store the infonnation that could be gath
ered from the implementation either by test or by hypotheses. Moreover this struc
ture must allow us to detennine when we have enough infonnation to give a verdict 
about the correctness of the implementation. 

We have seen in the previous section that making hypothesis implies that some 
traces are included in the implementation and some others are not. We have 
assumed that both the specification and the implementations can be modelled by 
automata. Consistently, we shall consider only hypotheses corresponding to regular 
sets of traces. Therefore, we shall represent these traces on an automaton. 

However, this automaton should be able to represent some traces that are known 
to belong to the implementation and some others that are known not to belong to the 
implementation. The first point is easy: is it sufficient that some traces of this 
automaton (what we call from now on partial automaton since it gives a partial view 
of the implementation under test) are exactly the traces which have been identified 
as belonging to the IUT. For the second point, the traces «outside» the implementa
tion are also given as traces of the partial automaton but are distinguished from the 
others by finishing in a particular state of the partial automaton, denoted out. More-

over, we know that if a e ({!,?} x Ls)· is not a trace of I then any extension of 

(X is not a trace of I as well. As a result, no transition can go from out to another 
state and there is a loop-transition on out labelled by each observable interaction. 
We also know that an implementation modeled as an IOSM can never refuse an 
input (Phalippou, 1994)(Tretmans, 1996), that is to say it is always possible to send 
something to the implementation. It means that (X e Tr (I) implies 
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('Va E Ls) (a.?a E Tr(/)) . So the transitions reaching out from another state are 

necessary labelled by an output. 

definition 8 A partial automaton Ip is an 10SM (Sip' Lip' Tip' sOlp) with a partic

ular state denoted out and verifying 

• ('V1l E {!,?} x Lip) ('Vsj E Sip) ( (out, Il, s) E Tip => Sj= out) 

• ('VilE {!,?} x Lip) «out,ll,out) E Tip) 

• ('V1l E {!,?} x Lip) «3s E Sip) «s, Il, out) E Tip) => Il E {!} x Lip) 

definition 9 We denote JOSMp the set of partial automata. 
Now we have to define which are the implementations that verify the informa

tion stored in a partial automaton Ip. We call these implementations the candidate 
implementations because they stand as candidate for being the implementation 
under test with respect to the constraints stored in the partial automaton. According 
to the above discussion, each candidate must have the traces of Ip that do not end in 
out and must not have the others. 

definition 10 An implementation I is a candidate w.r.t. the partial automaton Ip, 
and we note cand (/p, I) = dej'Vcr E Tr (/p)) 

( [ (/p, cr, out) => cr!i! Tr (J)] A [ (/p, cr, s) AS*- out => cr E Tr (J) ]) . 

5.2 Basic ideas on how partial automata work 

Before giving some new definitions we give some informal clues on how we shall 
use partial automata. 

The partial automaton embodies test cases and test hypotheses in the shape of 
traces. Assume the hypotheses to be formulated one after the other, then each 
hypothesis is a function that adds new traces to the partial automaton. If one of these 
functions adds one new trace that fall in the out state, it corresponds to an hypothe
sis that assumes that this trace is not in the lUT. The other added traces correspond 
to an hypothesis that assumes that these traces are in the implementation. 

Thus, at the beginning of the process the partial automaton contains only the 
traces of the tests, and is enriched as soon as the hypotheses are applied. 

5.3 Initial partial automaton 

The initial partial automaton is a partial automaton storing nothing but the test set. 
Since practical test sets are finite, the initial partial automaton has neither loop-tran
sition nor cycles, but there exists many corresponding partial automaton. We choose 
the minimal tree given by the following algorithm. 

definition 11 Let T = {IlII ···1l1 , ... , 1l·1···Il·····Il· , ... , Il 1 ... 1l } be a n1 I IJ In; m mnm 

test set. The initial partial automaton of T is the IOSMp [po = (Sip' Lip' Tip' sOlp) 

given by the following algorithm: 
1. SIp := {SOIP,out}, LIp:=L, 

TIp := {(out,~,out)I~E {!,?} XL} 
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2. for i from 1 to m 

current-state:= sOIp 
for j from 1 to ni 

if (3s E SIP) ({current - state, Il ij , s) E TIP) 

then 
. current-state := s 

else 

SIp:=SIp U {sij} 

TI :=T I U { (current - state, Il . . , s .. )} 
p P ~J ~J 

. current-state := sij 
end if 

For example, the initial partial automaton of the test T={?a!b?c!d, ?a!b?e!f, 
?a!d, ?e!b} is given on figure 1. 

SOlp QUO I' ?}xL 
~?b .,. [pO 

~!b~ '" ?c ?e 
!d !f 

Figure 1 Initial partial automaton oftests suite {?a!b?c!d, ?a!b?e!f, ?a!d, ?e!b}. 

6 EXAMPLES OF HYPOTHESES VIEWED AS FUNCTIONS 

Along this example and before generalization, we shall use the conformance rela
tion 1 ~ trS. Thus all significant hypotheses will be formulated as a trace additions 

(see 4.2 1.). As a result we shall not need the out state (see 5.1). So it will not 
appear on the figure of this example but it must be kept in mind that it exists. 

Let us consider the specification S given in figure 2. A conforming implementa
tion of 1 is a system that must at least respond !x after receiving ?a, ?~ or ?c and 
then going back to its initial state after receiving ?r (?r for reset). 

Testing an implementation with T={?b!x?r} is far from being sufficient to check 
that 1 conforms to S w.r.t. the conformance relation 1 ~ trS. All that can be said of 1 

is that 1 passes T and then the elements of T are traces of I. Than can be summed 
up in the initial partial automaton Ipo (see figure 2). 

Let us consider both following hypotheses: 

• The implementation is uniform on the set of interactions {? a, ? b, ? c} that is 

to say its behaviour is the same for these three interactions «Bernot. 
1991)(Phalippou, 1994». 

• The reset is correctly implemented, that is to said it actually brings back the im
plementation to its initial state. 
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?b 

?r !x 

s ~o 

Figure 2 Specification S and initial partial automaton ofT={?b!x?r}. 

6.1 Uniformity bypothesis 

From the trace point of view, the uniformity hypothesis on {? a, ? b, ? c} tells us 

that if there exist (x, ~ E ({!,?} x Ls) * and ~ E {? a, ? b, ? c} such that 

(x~~E Tr(l) ,then ('v'~'E {?a, ?b, ?c}) «x~'~E Tr(l). 

In our example we know that ? b! x? r E Tr (l) . Thanks to this hypothesis, we 
can assume that we also have ? a! x? r E Tr (l) and ? c! x? r E Tr (I) . These two 
new traces must be added to the partial automaton since they are new pieces of 
information. 1Pl (see figure 3 a) } is the resulting partial automaton. We can notice 

that the gap between IPI and Ipo is bridged by adding two new transitions labelled 

respectively ?a and ?c. 
It is easy to imagine that for other examples the mechanism of transformation of 

a partial automaton into another partial automaton that takes the uniformity hypoth
esis into account will always duplicate the missing transitions. Thus we can repre
sent this by a function on partial automata that performs the addition of transitions. 
For example, the uniformity hypothesis on {?a,? b, ?c} can be given as a function 

. U[abel : IOSMp ~ IOSMp defined by Ip' = U[abel (lp) where: 

SIp' = SIp' LIp' = LIp' So = So and 
lp' lp 

TIp' = TIp U { (si' ?a, s), (si' ?b, Sj)' (si' ?c, Sj) I 
(si' ?a, 9 E TIp v (si' ?b, Sj) E TIp v (si' ?c, 9 E TIp} 

1.1 Reliable reset hypothesis 

The reliable reset hypothesis assumes that each time a ?r interaction is sent to the 
implementation, it normally goes back to its initial state. Actually on our example 
that implies that the test set T={?b!x?r} is equivalent to T'={?b!x?r; ?b!x?r?b!x?r; 
?b!x?r?b!x?r~ .. }. The partial automaton IPl' of this test set is given on figure 
3 b). 

As we have already noticed for the uniformity hypothesis, the reliable reset 
hypothesis can be viewed as a transformation of partial automata. Here we can see 
on figure 3 b) that we can go from Ipo to 1Pl' by looping the transition labelled by 
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?r. It easy to convince oneself that the well implemented reset hypothesis will 
always corresponds to this transformation, no matter what the partial automaton is. 

As a result we are able to define this hypothesis as a function 
Ri: JOSMp ~ IOSMp defined by Jp' = Ri(Jp) where 

SIp' = SIp - {sjl (3s i E SIp) «si' ?r, s) E TIp)} 

LIp' = LIp 

S - S 
0lp' - 0IP 

TIp' = TIp U { (si' ?r, So ) I (3sj. E SIp) «si' ?r, s.) E TI )} 
lp' j P 

U { (SOI/ Jl, sk) I (3s i, sj' sk E SIp) «si' ?r, Sj) E TIp 1\ (Sj' Jl, sk) E TIp) } 

U { (Sj" Jl, So ) I (3s i, s., sk E SIp) ( (si' ?r, sk) E TIp 1\ (s., Jl, sk) E TI )} 
lp' j j P 

-({ (si' ?r, s) E TIp} U 

{ (sj' Jl, sk) E TIp I (3s i, sj' sk E SIp) «si' ?r, s) E TIp 1\ (Sj' Jl, sk) E Tlp)}u 

{ (Sj' Jl, sk) I (3si, sj' sk E SIp) «si' ?r, sk) E TIp 1\ (Sj' Jl, sk) E TIp)}) 

? ?a .r ?r 

Jp\ = u[abcl(lpo) Jp'\ = Ri(Jpo) JP2 = Ri(U[abcl(Jpo» Jp'2 = u[abcl(Ri(lpo» 

a) b) c) d) 

Figure 3 Partial automata. 

6.2 Combination of uniformity and reliable reset hypotheses 

It's now possible to give the partial automaton which gives (according to the cand 
relation) the set ofthe implementations that: a) pass the test set T, b) satisfy the uni
formity hypothesis on {?a, ?b, ?c} c) satisfy the reset hypothesis. Figures 4 c) and d) 

show JP2 = Ri(U[abel (Ipo» and Jp'2 = U[abel (Ri(Jpo»' We notice that these 

automata ~e equal, but it is not a general rule. 
The implementations i represented by JP2 w. r. t. the cand relation verifies 

(Va E Tr(Ip2» (0' E Tr(i» . On account on their being isomorphic, JP2 and S 

have the same trace set. As a result, (Va E Tr(S» (0' E Tr(i» and then all the 
candidate implementations conforms to S. We conclude that T={?b!x?r} is exhaus
tive under the uniformity hypothesis on {?a,?b,?c} and well implemented reset 
hypothesis. 
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7 FORMALIZATION 

7.1 Hypotheses and specification 

It is important that the specification may be taken into account in the functional def
inition of test hypotheses. For example, we define uniformity hypothesis on a fixed 
set (?a, ?b, ?c). We might wish to define this hypothesis on any set; but at the same 
time, we would like to apply the hypothesis only in contexts (trace prefixes) where 
it matches some sort of uniformity within the specification. The point is that the 
function has to identify the uniform sets and then apply a similar algorithm to 

V[abel . We can write this function V: JOSM x JOSMp ~ JOSMp where 

Jp' = V(S, Jp) if and only if (SIp' = SIp' LIp' = LIp' sO[P' = sO[P and TIp' is 

constructed by the following algorithm 

1. TIp' = TIP 

2. For each si E SIp 

If there exist aE Tr(Ip), IlE LIp' Sj E SIp such that 

(Ip,a,si) (Si,Il,Sj) then, 

(since there exist sSi SSjE Sssuch that (S, a, sSi) (sSi' 11, SSj) 

for each A. * 11 E LS 

if (ss.,A.,SS'>ETS then add (si,A.,sJ') to TIp 
], J 

We now have sufficient material to define a functional hypothesis. 

definition 12 A functional hypothesis is a function 
F: JOSM x JOSMp ~ JOSMp such that 
('<iISE JOSM) ('<:/JpE JOSMp) (Tr(Ip) ~Tr(F(S,Jp»). 

We need to fixe S in F(S, Jp), therefore we note Fs (Ip) for F(S, Jp}. 

The application of a functional hypothesis to a partial automaton Jp reduces the 
set of candidate implementations. The set of eliminated candidates is 
{J E JOSMI cand (Ip, l) "-.cand (F (Ip), l) } 

7.2 Stop condition 

It is high time to sum up all we have seen till now. First we have seen that for the 
most frequently used conformance relations, making a test hypothesis comes down 
to assuming that some traces are in the implementation and some others are not. 
Secondly we introduced an original data structure - the partial automata - to store 
test sets and hypotheses in the shape of automata. Thirdly, we have defined test 
hypotheses as functions that enrich partial automata. At the beginning of the proc
ess, the partial automaton contains only the test cases (we have called it the initial 
partial automaton). Then, as the hypotheses are formulated, the corresponding func
tions are applied to the partial automaton. Now the question is: how can we make 
sure than we have applied enough hypotheses such that exhaustivity (under these 
hypotheses) is reached? 

Remember that the partial automaton represents the set of candidate implemen-
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tations, that is to said the set of implementations over which the implementation 
under test ranges provided it passes the test set and verifies the test hypothesis 
stored in the partial automaton. As a result, if all the candidate implementations 
conform, the implementation under test necessarily conforms. 

Formally, let T be a test set. At first we compute the corresponding initial partial 
automaton Ipo' Let us assume that we have a set of functional hypotheses 

{lsI, ... ,Isn}. We apply these functional hypotheses one after the other on Ipo' 

The resulting partial automaton is Isno ... olsl{IPO)' The candidate implementa

tions all conform if and only if 

('VI E IOSM) (cand<fsn o ... olsl(lpo>, I) ~ imp{/, S». According to the 

above discussion we define the exhaustivity condition in the following manner. 

definition 13 Let T be a test set and Ipo the corresponding initial partial automa-

ton, Is I, ... , Isn a sequence of functional hypotheses. 

('VIE IOSM) (cand<fsno ... olsl{IPo>,/) ~imp{/,S» implies Tis exhaustive 

under the functional hypotheses Is I, ... , Isn . 
Considering a sequence rather than a set of hypotheses reflects the reality since 

the impact (and even the expression) of new hypotheses may depend on previous 
ones. As a result, exhaustivity cannot be computed in an «environment» of hypoth
eses but for an ordered list of hypotheses. This is perfectly reflected by the non
commutative composition of functional hypotheses (as opposed to a purely logical 
view that would use conjunction of predicates). 

This definition is not operational since it is based on the candidate implementa
tions. It can be rewritten by using the definition of cand and imp in order to obtain 
a «syntactic» coverage condition (the proofs are omitted but are quite obvious) . 

• Fortherelation/~trS, ('VcrE Tr{S» ((lpn,cr,s) /\ s:#: out) impliesTis 

exhaustive under the functional hypotheses Is I, ... ,;;n. 
* • For the relation I:S; trS the condition is ('Vcr E L -Tr (S» (lpn, cr, out) . 

• Finally for R 5 {I, S) we get 

('VcrE Tr{S» ('VfJE O{cr,S» ('VfJ'E L-O{cr,S» 

(lpn, cr, s) /\ s:#: out /\ (lpn, crfJ, s') /\ s':#: out /\ (lpn, crfJ', out) 

8 STRENGTH OF FUNCTIONAL HYPOTHESES 

8.1 partial order on hypotheses 

It is well known that we can be more or less confident in an hypothesis. It depends 
on many subjective factors and particularly the knowledge we have on the imple
mentation. We dealt we this problem in another paper (Charles, 1996). Here we pro-
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pose to build a partial order on functional hypotheses based on their distinguishing 
power. We have seen that applying a functional hypothesis to a partial automaton 
comes down to reducing the set of candidate implementations. It is obvious that the 
more candidate implementations are eliminated, the stronger the hypothesis is. For 
example, imagine the hypothesis assuming the implementation conform whatever 
the test set. In other words, this hypothesis eliminates all non-conforming imple
mentation from the set of candidates. It is hard to believe without testing that an 
implementation conform, so it is a very strong hypothesis. Conversely imagine an 
hypothesis that never reduce the set of candidates : it is the weakest hypothesis 
because it assumes no further good properties on the implementation. 

definition 14 Let F and F' be two functional hypotheses. F is stronger than F' 
=def('VlPE IOSMp) ('VIE IOSM) (cand(F(/p),I) ~cand(F'(/p),I) 

If we look at the algorithms that define the functional hypotheses, we can see 

that this definition has a practical meaning. Consider function U[abc] defined in 
section 6.1. The underlying significance of this hypothesis is : if there exists 

* . a, ~ E ({!,?} x Ls) and Il E {? a, ? b, ? c} such that all~ E Tr (/) then It 

can be assumed that ('VIl' E {? a, ? b, ? c} ) (all'~ E Tr (I) ) . That is to say, test

ing I with one the interactions of the set {? a, ? b, ? c} is equivalent to testing with 

all three. But one may say that this hypothesis is too hazardous and should be better 
verified before being applied. For example it could be demand before assuming the 
whole set { ? a, ? b, ? c} that: 

• two interactions of {? a, ? b, ? c} are tested or, 

• one interaction of {? a, ? b, ? c} are tested with at least a two interaction long 

preamble (~ in the discussion above) or, 

• two interactions of {? a, ? b, ? c} are tested with a two interaction long pream
ble each, etc ... 

That defines three new functions on IOSM x IOSMp -+ IOSMp (resp. utabc] , 

UJabc] , UJabc]). Their algorithms are not given here since they are light varia

tions of U[abc] . 

Now it can be proved that U[abc] is stronger than utabc] and UJabc] , which 

are stronger than UJabc] • Thus this relation reflects perfectly the intuition felt in the 

examples. 
Of course, this is only a partial order. We cannot order hypotheses of different 

types, for example we cannot establish which of the reliable reset hypothesis or the 
uniformity hypothesis is the stronger. However it is the first step towards a total 
order and weight assignment that would reflect the strength of hypotheses as used in 
(Charles, 1996). 
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8.2 Possible enhancement of TH-based coverage with weight assign
ment 

As we show in (Charles, 1996), ordering and assigning weights to hypotheses 
according to their strength can improve significantly the TH-based coverage defini
tion. Indeed, for a given test suite T there might exist many series of hypothesis that 
cover T. But if we know the weight (ie the strength) of each hypothesis, we can 
compute a global weight of a series of hypotheses that reflects how we can be confi
dent in that series. As a result we can redefine TH-based coverage of a test suite by 
restricting to minimal weight series of hypotheses. 

We also show in (Charles, 1996) that with a suitable weight assignment to 
hypotheses and with a suitable way to compute the global weight of series of 
hypotheses our model embodies the metric based theory of coverage of (Vuong, 
1991) and (Curgus, 1993). 

9 CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have introduced the concept of TH-based coverage. We have 
focused on the major role of test hypotheses in usual coverage definition and test 
practice. This has led us to define an original data structure - the partial automata -
that represents the set of the implementations - the candidate implementations -
passing a test suite and verifying some test hypotheses. Thereafter we have seen that 
the hypotheses could be viewed as functions on partial automata. This has given us 
a practical way to handle test hypotheses for TH-based coverage. Finally we have 
introduced the notion of strength of hypotheses and explained how this could 
enhance the TH-based coverage definition. 

It may seem paradoxical that we propose in this paper a formal and abstract test 
coverage measure while we claim in (Groz, 1996) that the very poor transition cov
erage is sufficient. In fact both approaches aims at giving pieces of information 
understandable and practical to test designers. In (Groz, 1996) we explained how 
relating the test suites to specifications through a visual tool turns to be more 
informative than a coverage given as a figure. In this paper we keep on thinking that 
test coverage must be richer than a percentage and must incorporate the know-how 
of test designers. Since the know-how of test designers is expressed as test hypothe
ses, why not mix both approaches in a visual tool that would link a test suite to a 
specification by means of test hypotheses? 
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